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INSTRUCTIONS

FIND AN ADVENTURE

Each page of this booklet offers some historical information and also
a challenge. When you complete a challenge (or when you’re done)
head down to the Royal Gorge Regional Museum & History Center
(612 Royal Gorge Blvd.) and show your completed challenge(s) to
receive your stamp.
Collect 8 stamps for a Junior Historian prize.
Collect all 20 stamps for a Master Historian prize.
If you have questions (or need alternative activities)
visit the Royal Gorge Regional Museum & History
Center.

Exploring our community is a lot of fun. But 150 years ago, exploring
was more difficult than it is today. In the 1800s there were no
hospitals, roads, phones, or grocery stores. After coming here, many
people left because life was so hard. Those who stayed were called
the Resurrectionists.
‘THE RESURRECTIONISTS’ - EARLY SETTLERS

The Rudds built a cabin in 1860 when Anson Rudd and his wife,
Harriet, settled in Cañon City. They built a bigger, stone home in 1881.

Challenge Activities are located all across Cañon City. You can try
them all in a few days, or spend a few months. This challenge ends on
December 1, 2022.

SIGNATURE 150TH EVENTS
Date		

Event				

Location

April 2
May 6-7		
July 22-23
Aug. 5-6		
Sept. 17		
Oct. 8		

150th Jubilee and Fireworks
Cañon City Music & Blossom Fest.
Royal Gorge Whitewater Festival
Movies at the Plaza		
Cañon Turns 150 Concert		
Temple Canyon / Ute Celebration

Cañon City High School
Various
Centennial Park
Macon Plaza
Royal Gorge Bridge & Park
Temple Canyon Park

FIRST FRIDAY EVENTS
Each First Friday of the month, join a different community organization as they
highlight a unique historic aspect of our community and look to the future as “The
Adventure Continues!” Locations vary, so please check the website to learn more!

For more Sesquicentennial information, visit:

canoncity150.org
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Rudd House and Cabin: 1890

Some of our streets downtown are named after the first familes to
make a life in Cañon City. Circle the street names in our community.

Rudd
McCandless
Macon

McClure
Harrison
Wilson

Challenge Activity: Visit the Rudd and home at the Royal
Gorge Regional Museum & History Center. The cabin
is available for tours free of charge, just let a museum
employee know you’re interested.

STAMP
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THE UTE NATION
The Ute people inhabited our area for generations, long before
settlers arrived. The Ute people were skilled at using the land for
shelter, food, and clothing. They hunted rabbits, deer, and buffalo.
They also used the Yucca plant and the prickly pear cactus fruit as
food and materials. In the 1880’s, they were forced to leave their
homelands and were sent to reservations in western Colorado and
Utah.

GEOLOGY ROCKS!
Geology is the study the rocks, minerals, fossils, landforms, and layers
of the earths surface. Fremont County has some really cool geological
history. Did you know that this area was once an ancient sea? Millions
of years ago this whole area was under water!

Draw your own ancient sea creature. What will it be called?

1. What is the name of the ancient sea that used to cover Cañon City?
__________________________________________
2. In what geological period did this sea exist?
_________________________________________
Today, the three tribes - the Southern Ute Indian Tribe, the Ute
Mountain Ute Tribe, and the Ute Indian Tribe of the Uintah and Ouray
Reservation - comprise a sovereign Nation. You can learn more about
their culture and history at the Ute History Museum in Montrose,
Colorado, or online at utetribe.com.

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Find one of the plants that the
Ute people would use. Can you find a yucca plant or
a prickly pear cactus? Snap a picture!
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3. Name three different types of rocks created here?
_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________

Challenge Activity: From Floral Avenue, walk the Hogbacks Open Space on Greenhorn trail. Use what you
learn from the signs along the way to help you answer
the questions above. If you can make it all the way to old
Skyline Drive, you can get a beautiful view of the city!

STAMP
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DINOSAURS
Millions of years ago dinosaurs roamed this area! We know they did
because they left behind fossils! Fossils are the remains or traces of
plants and animals that lived a long time ago.
Some of the first and most wellknown dinosaur fossils in the
world were discovered right
here in our own backyard.
Seven major species of
dinosaurs were discovered
here including the
Colorado State Fossil, the
Stegosaurus.

THE BONE WARS
In the late 1800s, dinosaur fossils
were discoverd in Cañon City near
Four Mile Creek.
Two palenontologists (scientists who study
fossils), Edward Drinker Cope and Othniel Charles
Marsh, began fighting over who could find and
excavate the fossils in our area. They helped
discover and describe over 136 new species,
but they often weren’t careful about how they
collected their fossils.
In fact, they accidentally put an Apatosaurus
head on a Brontosaurus!
Download the free app COTrex to help you find the
Marsh Quarry Trail and other trails in the area.

1. When were dinosaur fossils discovered in Garden Park?
________________________________________________________
2. What is the name of the petrified tree?
________________________________________________________
3. List two dinosaurs that were found in the Marsh Quarry.
____________________________________________
Draw your own dinosaur. What will it be called?

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Drive or hike to the top of Skyline
Drive. On the west side, you’ll see a plaque. Look up and
take a photo of the dinosaur footprints!
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____________________________________________

Challenge Activity: Visit the Marsh Quarry Trail in the
Garden Park Fossil Area. Use the signs to answer the
questions above.

STAMP
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SKYLINE DRIVE
Skyline Drive is a road like no other. It passes over a narrow razor
back ridge - the Dakota Hogback formation - that rises about 800 feet
up. That’s higher 80 elephants stacked on top of each other!
•
•
•
•

When it first opened in 1905, only horse-drawn carriages, bicycles
and walking was permitted, no cars allowed!
The stone arch at the entrance to Skyline Drive was built in
1932 and contains stones from all 50 states. Check it out at the
entrance on Highway 50.
In 1999 dinosaur footprints were discovered along the ridgeline,
look for the signs and for the bubble-like prints above your head.
You can hike or bike on Old Skyline Drive - a dirt path that leads
to the top of Skyline Drive and doesn’t allow cars. Park at the
Washington Street trailhead and find the trail leading upwards.

TERRITORIAL PRISON
The Colorado Territorial Prison also known as “Old Max” or simply
“Territorial’” opened in 1871. That’s more than 150 years ago! Wow!
It is known as “Territorial” because it opened before Colorado was
even a state!
In 1947, twelve men escaped from the prison. The events of the
escape got the attention of Hollywood and inspired the movie “Canon
City,” which was released in 1948.

Territorial Prison: Circa 1900

The prisons are an important part of where we live. You can learn a
lot about the history of our area’s prisons by visiting the Museum of
Colorado Prisons.
Friends posing on Skyline Drive in 1924.

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Re-enact this photo with your
own friends and family. You can drive to the top
from the entrance on Hwy. 50.
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Challenge Activity: Visit the Museum of Colorado
Prisons and take your picture out front or take a tour of
the museum. Show your passport for a one time $3 off
admission.

STAMP
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THE ARKANSAS RIVER

RIVER ACTIVITIES

The Arkansas River runs right through Cañon City. Its headwaters are
in the Rocky Mountains near Leadville, Colorado, and it flows all the
way to the Mississippi River. It is 1,469 miles long, making it the 6th
longest river in the United States.

People love playing in the Arkansas River, they fish, they swim, they
boat and they relax on its banks.

Fort Collins

COLORADO
RIVER
WATERSHED

SOUTH
PLATTE RIVER
WATERSHED

Denver

Grand Junction
Cañon City
Pueblo

RIO GRANDE
RIVER
WATERSHED
Durango

ARKANSAS RIVER
WATERSHED

All of the rain and snowmelt in Colorado flows into one of four main
watersheds. Ours is the Arkansas River basin. This is the water we
use for our homes, our drinking water, our gardens, and our farms.
You can learn more about how to conserve and keep water clean at
water22.org/join-the-flow/22-ways-to-save .

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Color the four major watersheds
in Colorado. List one thing you can do to conserve
water every day.

We love playing on and around the river but the river is powerful and
can be dangerous. It is important to always practice river safety.
Safety

TIP

• Stay with an adult when you are playing in or near the river.
• Always wear a life jacket anytime you are in the river.
• Never stand up in moving current! Always swim to shore
before you put your feet down.

Things you find at the park:
 The Splash Pad hours

 Loaner life jacket station

 Whitewater play wave

 Drinking fountains

 Rotary Pavilion

 A place to rest

 A skipping stone

 Pickle ball courts

Challenge Activity: Head down to Centennial Park
and see if you can find all of the places and items
listed above. Make sure you’re with an adult!

STAMP

__________________________________________
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MUSIC & BLOSSOM FESTIVAL
The Cañon City Music & Blossom Festival is a long-standing tradition
in Cañon City. In fact, it’s been happening for over 80 years!
The Blossom Festival is a time to celebrate a
new growing season represented by the spring
blossoms - especially the apple blossoms.
Since 1938, there has also been a band
competition which brings high school
marching bands from across the state of
Colorado and beyond. Watch them in the
parade!

Blossom Parade, downtown Cañon City: 1949

 Blossom Festival Parade		
 runBlossom 5K Run 			
 Blossom Festival Carnival 		
 Craft Fair at Veteran’s Park		
 Royal Gorge Rodeo			

STAMP

Saturday, May 7, 12:00 pm
Saturday, May 7, 9:00 am
Friday, May 5-Sunday, May 8
Friday, May 5-Saturday, May 7
Saturday, May 7

Challenge Activity: Attend any one of the Blossom
Festival’s fun activities shown above. Check their
website at ccblossomfestival.com for updates and more
information.
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HISTORIC RECIPES
Did you know that Cañon City is famous for its apple orchards? Back
in the old days all food was prepared at home and from scratch, even
snacks and treats! Baking is a fun thing to do together, ask an adult
to help you make this old-time recipe for a yummy treat!

Candied Apples
INGREDIENTS
Cooking spray
2 c. sugar
3/4 c. water
1/2 c. light corn syrup
16 drops red food coloring
6 medium Granny Smith apples
1. Wash apples. Insert a wooden stick into the top of each apple,
pushing about halfway through. Set aside.
2. In a medium heavy-bottomed pot over medium-high heat,
combine sugar, 3/4 cup water, corn syrup, and food coloring and
bring to a boil. Continue to boil until temperature reaches hard
crack (300°), about 15 to 20 minutes. Immediately remove from
heat.
3. Working quickly and carefully - coating will be extremely hot—
dip the apples, twisting to cover, and set on a greased cookie
sheet.
4. Let cool completely before serving. ENJOY!

Did you know that Cañon City is famous for its apple orchards? Apples are
good for you! They contain a lot of good nutrients. Apple pie is said to be
America’s favorite dessert.

Challenge Activity: Make a food, like pie, candy apples,
or applesauce, that uses apples. Bonus: There are many
different types of apples; can you name two?

STAMP
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TUNNEL DRIVE
The tunnels of Tunnel Drive are fun to see! They were once part of a
water system and when you walk the trail, under your feet is the old
pipeline that supplied Cañon City with drinking water from 19101973.

INDUSTRIES IN CAÑON CITY
Early on, Cañon City had many industries that helped build our
community. Mining, oil, coal, smelting, and brickmaking are just
some of them.
Starting in the late 1800’s, brickmaking was big industry in Cañon
City. Across the U.S. bricks were becoming a popular building
material. A brick structure building was very strong and more fireresistant than wood buildings. The natural clay found in and around
Cañon City is good for making bricks.
Look for the words ‘Royal Gorge’
stamped on bricks throughout our
city. They can be on buildings or
sidewalks.

ROYAL GORGE
Leave No Trace Tip: Respect Wildlife, use the “thumb rule”: With your
thumb up, close one eye and extend your arm. If you can hide the animal
with your thumb, you’re at a safe and respectful distance.

Tunnel Drive is a fun place to get some fresh air, get
the birds eye view of the Arkansas River, and perhaps see
some wildlife. Did you know the Colorado State mammal,
the Rocky Mountain Big Horn Sheep, frequent this area? The male
sheep is about 3 ½ feet tall at the shoulder and can weigh up to 300
pounds!
Download the free app COTrex to help you find
Tunnel Drive and other trails in the area.

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Visit Tunnel Drive with your family
or friends. Take a photo that is similar to the one shown
above. It’s just .25 miles from the trailhead to the first
Tunnel.
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Use these clues to help you find these bricks.
•
•

Do you recognize the building in the background?
This street was named after a famous explorer.

Challenge Activity: Once you find the bricks you can
make a rubbing of one or snap a photo to receive
your stamp.

STAMP
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MOVIES IN CAÑON CITY

RANCHING AND THE RODEO

Did you know there have been many movies filmed in Cañon City?
Movies have been made here for more than 100 years! In 1911,
movie production began in Cañon City. People loved westerns and
Cañon City was the perfect place to film.

Ranching is an important part of where we live and it plays a big role
in our community.
Out west, it was necessary to brand your animals so that cattle
rustlers (thieves) wouldn’t steal and sell them. You can find some of
our local brands on the Fremont Cattlemen’s Association Brand Board
on the corner 5th and Main St.

In those days, there wasn’t the technology for movies to have both
picture and sound. These movies were called “silent movies.” There
was no speaking. The actors had to tell the story by using just body
language, props, and signs.
In 1958, Buckskin Joe opened. It was a replica
old west town used as a tourist attraction and
movie set for over 50 years.
Movies and TV shows been filmed here all
through the ages. These include: Duchess and
the Dirtwater Fox, Cañon City, The Sacketts,
and The Cowboys.

Brands can use letters, numbers
or symbols. It’s important that
it doesn’t look like anyone elses
brand! Which brand represents
the ‘Rocking J Ranch’?

Skyline

r: 1948

Theate

STAMP

Rodeos started in the west as a way
for ranch hands to get together and
show off their skills. Every year
we have rodeos here in Fremont
County. Check out the rodeo
grounds at Pathfinder Park,
maybe you can even attend a
rodeo this year.

Buckskin Joe Town: 195

8

Challenge Activity: Dress up as a character in your
favorite movie. Or, create a costume for a character
you would play in either your favorite movie or in
one you’d make up. Take a photo!
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Challenge Activity: Draw your own brand that
you would use to identify your ranch and animals.
Bonus: Visit the brand board on the corner of Main
St. and 5th St. and draw one of the local brands.

STAMP
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RAILROAD WARS

POINT ALTA VISTA

In the 1870’s two major railroads wanted to build tracks through the
Royal Gorge – the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Denver & Rio
Grande. Both companies began laying track and a “war” began in the
Gorge. No one was killed but hired men from each company tried to
intimidate the other and they caused damage to each other’s tracks.

For 52 years, a miniature train called the Royal Gorge Scenic Railroad
carried passengers on a 3-mile journey to a spot called to Point Alta
Vista. Point Alta Vista is on the very edge of the Royal Gorge with
stunning views of the gorge, the Royal Gorge Bridge and the Sangre
de Cristo mountains.

The Royal Gorge Railroad War eventually came to an end with the
signing of the Treaty of Boston, which granted the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad the right-of-way.

The little train shut down in 2012 and a transformation has taken
place. What was once the railroads tracks is now an easy walking
and biking trail that takes you all the way to Point Alta Vista!

Denver & Rio Grand Depot
1912
816 Royal Gorge Blvd.

This building is now home to Bank of
the San Juans and Depot Park.

Santa Fe Depot
1922
401 Water St.

This building is now home to the Royal
Gorge Route Railroad. This fun train
ride takes passengers up through the
Royal Gorge.

Point Alta Vista: 1965

Download the free app COTrex to help you find the
Point Alta Vista trail and other trails in the area.

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Visit both of the Depot locations in
Cañon City and have your photo taken in front of the
buildings.
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Challenge Activity: Visit the hiking trail at Point Alta
Vista. This 1-mile trail (out and back = 2 miles) leads to
the historic trestles. The railhead is located about one
mile south of US 50 on county road 3A, the road to the
Royal Gorge Bridge and Park.

STAMP
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THE ROYAL GORGE PARK
The people of Cañon City are very lucky because we have three
special “mountain parks.” These parks are unique and were set aside
for all of us to enjoy. They are: Red Canyon Park, Temple Canyon
Park, and Royal Gorge Park.

ROYAL GORGE BRIDGE & PARK
In 1929, the Royal Gorge Bridge was built. It is famous all across the
world and over 350,000 people visit the bridge every year! When
people visit the park, some of that money goes to our City and helps
pay for parks and roads.

The Royal Gorge, is of course the most famous of these parks. The
5,120 acres of land was given to the city by the federal government.
It has many picnic spots, overlooks, hiking and biking trails - all of
which are free to use.

Fast Bridge Facts:
• The Royal Gorge bridge is 1,260 feet across.
• Each wooden beam on the bridge is 18 feet wide.
• It hangs over 1,053 feet above the river.
• Workers in 1929 earned just $.30 to $.60 cents an hour to build it.
• Its steel cables and towers were assembled in Pueblo.
• It held the record for highest bridge in the WORLD unil 2001!
• Now, it still is the highest suspension bridge in the US!

STAMP

Challenge Activity: Visit the Royal Gorge Park (there’s
no entrance fee to visit trails) and hike on any one of the
trails. You can even park at the East Ridge Campground
and walk up Dreamweaver for a beautiful view!
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Challenge Activity: Visit the Royal Gorge Bridge and take
a selfie on the bridge. Or, take a hike on Overlook
Loop and take a photo there. (Use COTREX to
help you find the trails on these two pages.)

STAMP
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ROYAL GORGE REGIONAL
MUSEUM & HISTORY CENTER

LEAVE NO TRACE 7 PRINCIPLES
WE CARE FOR COLORADO!
Whenever you go exploring, it’s always a good idea
to leave no trace - or make sure the places you visit
look just like they did when you arrived. (Or you can
help make them even cleaner by picking up trash!)

Our local museum has a LOT of great information about our
community.
•
•
•

Cañon City officially became a town in 1872.
Cañon is the Spanish spelling of the word ‘canyon’. The little
squiggly is called a tilde and it makes an n sound like an “ny.”
The early settlers of Cañon City worked together to build this
community making homes, streets, stores, parks, water ditches
and much more.

Learn more about the history of Cañon City at the Royal Gorge
Regional Museum and History Center. It’s a free museum and it’s
there for everyone to enjoy. Open Weds.-Sat., 10am-4pm.

Know Before You Go
•
•

Be prepared! Remember food
and water, and clothes to protect
you.
Use maps to plan where you’re
going.

Stick to Trails and
Camp Overnight Right
•
•
•

Walk and ride on designated trails
to protect trailside plants.
Avoid stepping on flowers or
small trees. Once damaged, they
may not grow back.
Respect private property.

Share Our Trails and
Manage Your Pet
•
•

Be considerate when passing
others on the trail.
Keep your pet under control
to protect it, other visitors and
wildlife.

Be Careful With Fire
•

Keep Wildlife Wild
•
•
•

•

STAMP
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Pack it in, pack it out. Put litter even crumbs, peels and cores - in
garbage bags and carry it home.

Leave it As You Find It

•

Challenge Activity: Visit the Royal Gorge Regional Museum and History Center and see if you can “spy” these
items. Check them off and collect your stamp!

Observe wildlife from a distance
and never approach, feed, or follow
them.
Human food is unhealthy for all
wildlife and feeding them starts bad
habits.
Protect wildlife and your food by
securely storing your meals and
trash.

Trash Your Trash and Pick Up Poop

•

©Leave No Trace: www.LNT.org

If you want to have a campfire, be
sure it’s permitted and safe to build
in the area. Use only existing fire
rings to protect the ground from
heat. Keep your fire small.

Leave plants, rocks, and historical
items as you find them so others
can enjoy them.
Treat living plants with respect.
Carving, hacking, or peeling plants
may kill them.

Challenge Activity: Go online to learn more about
the Leave No Trace 7 Principles.
Then take the ‘Care for Colorado’ quiz:

www.colorado.com/care-for-colorado-are-you-colo-ready

STAMP
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Utilizing a trail app, like COTREX, is a great way to plan an
appropriate route and track your progress.
COTREX is free to download and use, and no account is
necessary. Download maps for offline use when you don’t have
an internet connection.

Find it here: https://trails.colorado.gov/
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